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COMPANY PRESENTATION



Founded in 2002 C&F Europe is an independant

freight auditing & consulting company, based in

Turin (Italy) and Paris (France) which specialises in

the verification and accuracy of all types of

transportation and logistics costs.

Transport cost reduction and service improvement

activities are our core activities and we provide a

variety of assessment reviews and audit services

focussed on ensuring that your company's

transportation and logistics costs are as low

possible, whilst still delivering the targetted service

levels .
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OUR ORGANISATION
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• C&F Europe/France/ Managing 
Director Mr. Jacques Pons
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Italy

• C&F Europe /Italy/ Managing 
Director Mr. Claudio Cogo

Chain of consultants



OUR SPECIALISTS

Our freight audit specialists will:

Provide a detailed analysis of where you are spending

your money, in the area of transportation and logistics,

where efficiencies can be made and how best to audit

your own transportation costs with or without relevant

software support.

Make recommendations on current and future levels of

transportation outsourcing, regarding both benefits

and deficiencies, to suit your business

Provide a discreet, informative and confidential

investigation service into any issues or concerns you

may have regarding existing freight transportation

processes and transport expenditure



OUR CONSULTING PHILOSOPHY

Our clients sleep better at night knowing that 

their consultants are not limited in their 

methodology and concern, but can--and will--

assure that they are fully served. With the attitude 

and process of partnering to achieve results, our 

consultants focus on helping clients solve their 

problems, and resolving them in ways that give 

clients the capability to resolve them in the 

future. 
Minds are like parachutes. They only
Function when they are open

Sir James Dewar – Scientist – 1877-1925



The activities of C&F Europe are focused

on 4 different fields

OUR ACTIVITIES

Transportation 
Management 

consulting/costs 
reduction

Logistics  &  Services 
for the Aerospace 

Industry

Freight
Network 

optimization

Logistics auditing & 
consulting



You can trust the team at C&F to perform a comprehensive audit of your freight transportation program. 
We identify, quantify and rank a list of cost savings opportunities based on impact, time to complete, 
payback period and other variables. As part of the audit we will:
•Examine all transportation processes
•Assess transportation planning and order management
•Investigate loading, pallet configurations and cube utilization
•Look at technology used, data quality and KPI management
•Review current line haul and delivery processes
As a part of our transportation management consulting process, our research includes face to face 
interviews with your key transportation and supply chain management personnel; administration of a 
transportation strategy and technology questionnaire, site visits to plants and distribution centres and a 
careful review of your company’s shipping data. We can also work closely with you to ensure an effective 
implementation



We operate a very simple 4 stage process that we hope culminates in our clients 

receiving real benefits to their organisations in terms of annual cost savings and 

improved quality of service: 

� Step 1: Initial exploratory meeting with the client
� Step 2: Analysis

� Step 3: Sourcing of new rates / suppliers

� Step 4: Presentation of findings



Reduce costs through effectively consolidating and 

pooling freight

Cost savings come from consolidating small orders into

larger ones, creating pool or integration points to create

economies of scale and using the most cost effective

mix of transportation and distribution facilities.

Our understanding of the transportation market gives us

valuable insight that can greatly help your organization.

If you maintain purchasing and transportation as

different cost centres, we evaluate opportunities to

create round trips and leverage the combined

volumes. In cases where freight allowances are

provided to certain customers, we evaluate the trade-off

between paying the freight costs versus shipping

prepaid. We seek out and identify all viable

opportunities to improve efficiencies.



Lack of effective logistics planning causes to many organisations to incur 

excessive costs and suffer inefficiencies, or fail to maximise revenue 

potential. However, many companies lack the expertise or time to conduct 

an effective review of their core processing expenditure. Using our well-

proven methodology C&F Europe  can review  your company's business 

processes and suggest options to eliminate waste and eradicate or revise 

time-wasting, or redundant processes.



We leverage key industry contacts and our broad aerospace background to provide  

unique solutions for our client’s challenges in the field of logistics  (and not only)

Our services:

� We assist the Aerspace industry for the release of the Usa  Dept. of State licence.

(Import of Military materials)

� Logistic assistance  on    A.O. G 

� Data Entry  (Nato confidential docs)

� Assistance on customs procedures for aeronautical parts



Feedback of our customers is always the force that  make us grow and  improve



C&F Europe sas –: Via guido Poli 10/5- 16144 GENOVA

Offices i: Via Goito 51/A 10095 Grugliasco (TO) Italy

Tel: 011-19822967- fax 011-3149135 – Web-site :www.candfeurope.eu

mail : office@candfeurope.eu

C&F Europe sarl – France

14 Rue du 4ème Zouaves- 94360 BRY  SUR MARNE / FRANCE

Tel 0033-1 47064019


